Introduction
Nuclear cc is a qualified training, consultancy and regulatory compliance practice of
over 50 years, specialising in the nuclear & manufacturing industry.
We assist organisations, whether entry-level or established manufacturers, to meet
and demonstrate compliance against nuclear regulatory requirements.

Our Mission Statement
To work with the UK manufacturing industry, and increase their organisational capability
within the global nuclear industry.
To excel and ‘future-proof’ our clients; ensuring success today while competing
for tomorrow.

What do we do?
Capability
• Nuclear cc offers over 30 years’ experience of nuclear safety which include
regulations from the UK, USA, France, Japan, et al.
• We offer advice, guidance, consultancy, compliance and training services to the
engineering and manufacturing industry. Whether seeking to access the growing
nuclear market, or those looking to compete with other ‘non-nuclear’ manufacturers,
or by improving and enhancing quality from within; we’re with you.
• Nuclear cc’s clients can demonstrate:
• organisational capability against nuclear standards;
• significantly enhanced future global growth potential;
• an embedded nuclear safety culture;
• implementation of human reliability integration plans;
• bids won!
Nuclear cc work with clients looking to gain new, or extended, access to the nuclear
supply chain by demonstrating capability against nuclear requirements, both regulatory
and legislative.
We look at your core capability, business model and strategic development programme;
and identify, through gap analysis, where we are and what we need to do to increase
your growth potential opportunities.

What do we do?
Compliance
• We assist organisations, whether entry-level or established manufacturers,
to meet and demonstrate compliance against nuclear manufacturing
regulatory requirements.
• We ensure continued compliance against industry standards through gap
analysis, auditing and assessment.
• We work closely with the Nuclear Industry Association and the CQI Nuclear
Special Interest Group, and take due cognisance of Governmental legislation
for continual improvement within the nuclear sector. We keep our clients duly
informed on current and forthcoming regulatory global requirements.

NIS Integrated Engineering

Hayward Tyler Group

Gill Marsden – Managing Director NIS Integrated Engineering

Ewan Lloyd-Baker – CEO Hayward Tyler Group

“ NIS have been designing and manufacturing plant and equipment for the nuclear
sector for over 30 years. Whilst always proud of the quality of our products, it had
become increasingly evident that as our Quality Management System had evolved to
accommodate the changing nuclear regulatory requirements of our clients, it had
also become difficult to navigate and laborious for us to demonstrate the appropriate
level of compliance.
Lynn Williams, Nuclear cc Managing Director, has introduced us to a whole new way
of thinking in terms of our Quality Management System.
Our organisation now understands that Quality is everyone’s role and that by introducing
the Agility software platform to help us more clearly define, and in lots of cases simplify,
our processes and procedures. We can now easily demonstrate our organisational
capability to our clients, while carrying out our activities in a compliant manner, using
competent, skilled and experienced people.”

“ Hayward Tyler Group with a nuclear pedigree that goes back to the building of Calder
Hall, understands the need to keep pace with the changes to regulatory requirements,
an essential part of growing a strong and robust nuclear business.
Supported by Nuclear cc through the Civil Nuclear Sharing in Growth programme,
a review of organisational capability was undertaken using a specialist multi-faceted
gap analysis tool.
The resulting recommendations and action plans identified and driven by Nuclear cc,
has enabled Hayward Tyler Group to future proof the business and increase global
growth capability across all sectors.”

Stainless Metalcraft

TSP Engineering

Austen Adams – Managing Director Stainless Metalcraft

John Coughlan – Director/Chief Operating Officer TSP Engineering

“ We began working with Nuclear cc as part of the Civil Nuclear Sharing in Growth
programme in 2014. The team helped us to prepare our business to bid for large-scale
projects, providing hands-on support and workshops for our senior management,
commercial and quality departments.
They played a key role helping us secure a £50m contract that has been the catalyst for
significant growth across our business, and we are now working with them to ensure
we are ready to meet the forthcoming ISO 19443 nuclear standard.
It has always been a pleasure to work with Lynn and her team, who have an exceptional
knowledge and understanding of the industry and the challenges companies like ours
face in meeting its unique and demanding requirements. We’ve learned a great deal
from them since engaging them with our business and will continue the relationship
beyond the CNSIG programme.”

“ The support we have had from Nuclear cc, has given us valuable insight into the
understanding of complex nuclear industry standards.
As we prepare to meet the regulatory requirements of the new global standards of
ISO19443, Lynn has identified opportunities through the completion of a comprehensive
gap analysis of our business, and the development of a forward action plan to help
address uncovered gaps.
Through formal 1:1’s and a structured SOFT reporting methodology, this has set us on
the path to ensuring TSP Engineering has the organisational capability in which to grow
further within the nuclear sector.
The introduction to the Agility business management system has given us a baseline
upon which to build. As a result, we’re able to demonstrate
our people are fully SQEP and competent; as we move
with Nuclear cc to the next stage of our business
development and map our processes against nuclear
regulations, we’re future proofing TSP Engineering
and supporting our vision to be the partner of choice.”

Safety and Quality

So …
What do we need to know?

Safety and Quality within the nuclear industry are absolute paramount – and cannot be
compromised.

Suppliers need to have a Management System which demonstrates organisational
capability – no more, no less – Nuclear cc work on the following 6 principles:

The Office of Nuclear Regulation (ONR) provide high level governance on Licencees
with the UK. They perform governance activities against, but not limited to, Licence
Conditions (LCs), Safety Assessment Principles (SAPs) and Technical Assessment
Guides (TAGs).
Suppliers of goods and services to the UK, need to demonstrate cradle to grave
activities, product verification and organisational capability, against regulatory
requirements to ensure safety and quality is not compromised.

1 Ownership

To do this, we need to understand what it means, and what do we need to comply with;
from winning bids, design, manufacture, purchasing, documentation and delivery.

3 Responsibility

2 Accountability
5 How they do it
4 What they do

6 Who does it

Quality Management Systems :

Section 1 - Contract/Project Review
(Classification of items and activities):

• ISO 9001:2015 refers to Interested Parties requirements … however, this works on
the premise organisations understand what these Interested Parties requirements
are. Do we?

•
•
•
•
•

• Nuclear cc help you understand what this means, and how best industry practise
for your organisation can be taken from UK & global codes & standards - i.e:
• ASME, RCC-M, FANR, JSME, et al, due cognisance of ONR SAPs & TAGS,
SDF, NICOP, DEFStans, NQA-1, AQAP 2105, CGD, IAEA SFs, GSR Part 2,
to name but a few – don’t we just love acronyms in the nuclear industry!

ISO 19443 - 4.1.2
ISO 9001:2015 - 8.2
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 2, 5, 6
• SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
• ONR TAG-77
• RCC-M - Section I

Section 2 - Design

The following sections give examples of regulatory requirements, depending
upon classification and safety significance of components and services, through
‘cradle to grave’ core business model process.

•
•
•
•
•

Once we understand where you fit within the supply chain, Nuclear cc work with you,
so that you understand what you need to know; and where you can take best industry
practise.

•

•
•
•
•
•

ISO 19443 - 7.3
ISO 9001:2015 - 8.3
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 3, 5, 6
SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
º Engineering Principles - ECS,
EDR, EHF
ONR TAG-77
ONR TAG-63
ONR TAG-59
ONR TAG-58
RCC-M - Section I, Section II

Section 3 - Software Quality Assurance (Product Realisation)
•
•
•
•
•

ISO 19443 - 7.1
ISO 9001:2015 - 4.4, 8.1
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 3
• SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
• ONR TAG-77
• RCC-M - Section I

Section 5 - Manufacturing/Assembly Activities, Material Control,
Handling, Storage and Delivery
(Resource Management/Product Realisation/Measurement, Analysis and Improvement)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 4 - Procurement
•
•
•
•
•

ISO 19443 - 7.4, 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4
ISO 9001:2015 - 8.4
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 4, 6, 7, 8, 15, 17
• SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
• ONR TAG-77
• RCC-M - Section I

•
•
•
•
•

ISO 19443 - 6.1, 6.2.2, 7.0, 8.0
ISO 9001:2015 - 4.4, 8.1, 8.5
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17
SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
Engineering Principles
º ECS, EQU, EMC, ENC, EHF
ONR TAG-77
ONR TAG-63
ONR TAG-59
ONR TAG-58
RCC-M - Section I, Section II, Section III, Section IV, Section V

Section 7 - Test, Inspection and Calibration
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Section 6 - Special Processes
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

ISO 19443 - 7.1
ISO 9001:2015 - 4.4, 8.1
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 9, 17
SAP
º MS.1 - MS.4
º Engineering Principles - ECS, EHF
ONR TAG-77
ONR TAG-63
ONR TAG-59
ONR TAG-58
RCC-M - Section I, Section II,
Section III, Section IV, Section V

ISO 19443 - 7.1.1, 7.5, 7.6
ISO 9001:2015 - 4.4, 8.1, 8.5, 7.1
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
Requirement 6, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16
SAP
º MS.1 - MS.4
º Engineering Principles - ECS, EQU, EHF
• ONR TAG-77
• ONR TAG-59
• RCC-M - Section I

Section 8 - Document Control
•
•
•
•
•

ISO 19443 - 4.2.3
ISO 9001:2015 - 7.5
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 2, 3, 4, 6, 17
• SAP
º MS.1 - MS.4
• ONR TAG-77
• RCC-M - Section I

Section 9 - Organisation

Section 12 - Corrective Action

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

ISO 19443 - 5.4, 6.0
ISO 9001:2015 - 4.4, 6.2, 6.3, 8.5, 9.3
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 1
SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
º Engineering Principles - EHF
ONR TAG-77
ONR TAG-63
ONR TAG-59
ONR TAG-58
ONR TAG-27
RCC-M - Section I

ISO 19443 - 8.5.2
ISO 9001:2015 - 10.2, 10.3
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 16
• SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
• ONR TAG-77
• RCC-M - Section I

Section 13 - Training/Certification

Section 10 - Non-Conforming Items

Section 11 - Internal Audit

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ISO 19443 - 8.3
ISO 9001:2015 - 8.7
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1) - Requirement 15,16, 17
SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
• ONR TAG-77
• RCC-M - Section I

ISO 19443 - 8.2.2
ISO 9001:2015 - 4.4, 9.1, 9.2
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
Requirement 15, 16, 18
SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
• ONR TAG-77
• RCC-M - Section I

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ISO 19443 - 6.2.2, 7.5.2
ISO 9001:2015 - 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 8.5
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 1
SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
ONR TAG-77
ONR TAG-27
RCC-M - Section I

Section 14 - Post Delivery
•
•
•
•
•

ISO 19443 - 7.5.6
ISO 9001:2015 - 8.5, 8.7
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 13
• SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
• ONR TAG-77
• RCC-M - Section I

Section 15 - Records
•
•
•
•
•

ISO 19443 - 4.2.4
ISO 9001:2015 - 7.5
ISO 3834
GSR Part 2
ASME (NQA - 1)
º Requirement 2, 6, 17
• SAPs
º MS.1 - MS.4
• ONR TAG-77
• RCC-M - Section I

Nuclear cc Certification New for 2018
• Nuclear cc are undergoing due process for certifying your organisation against
ISO 19443.
• We have a quorum of identified Suitably Quality and Experienced Persons (SQEP).
• We assess our SQEP capability against the requirements of global nuclear
regulations, UK SDF and ISO19443.

This is what we do…
We can do this for you!

ISO 19443 – What is it, where
does it fit, and where did it
come from?

ISO 9001:2015 – Quality Management Systems
What’s different from 2008?
• Context of the organisation – Interested parties
• Focused on the provision of products and services by external providers
• Leadership and Risk
GSR Part 2 – Leadership and Management for Safety
Why is this different to GSR 3?
• More emphasis on leadership and management FOR safety
• Common mode of failure is safety culture, and the priorities of the leadership
that drives it
ISO 19443 - Quality Management Systems - Specific requirements for
organisations in the supply chain of the nuclear sector
• Designed to demonstrate compliance against nuclear regulatory requirements
• Globally will allow better recognition that organisations supply chain is
nuclear focused
• Leadership and Management for Safety
• People SQEP and competence
• Nuclear safety culture
• Measurement, Assessment and Improvement
• Product realisation
• Enables the supply chain to demonstrate organisational capability against nuclear
regulatory requirements
• Improve understanding of quality requirements by the suppliers
• Standardize the requirements
• Help suppliers through a unique and shared quality platform - create a high quality
platform of nuclear suppliers

Nuclear cc ‘future-proof’
all their clients; ensuring
success today while
competing for tomorrow.
visit
nuclearcc.co.uk

